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World 1st portable multi-dimensioning measurement device 

VM200 & Overhead parcel dimensioning system VM600/700 

 

The VM200 (Wired) and VM200BT (Wireless), is a compact, handheld and OIML/MID certified 

multi-dimensional measuring devices, its intuitive reading, unmatched fast performance and 

optimal price make it the best choice in the dimensioning market.  

Built in volume measure and barcode scan, one device with two applications, supports both 

cuboidal and irregular-shaped dimension measurement. 

 

The VM600/VM700 is an advanced, overhead parcel dimensioning system that quickly and 

accurately measures parcels in high-volume shipping applications. It supports various 

configurable modes to trigger measurement by automatic detection, barcode reading or weighing 

scale or manually.  The measurement process takes about one second without specific 

orientation. Cuboidal and irregular-shaped parcels like cylinders, spheres, tubes, polybags and 

uneven shapes are automatically calculated. You can access its built-in web-based configuration 

and monitoring tool  from a remote ethernet connection host. Its daily measurement data or 

snapshot can be transmitted to a designated host by set schedule.   

 

Points of strength 

- First portable volume measurement device in the world. 

- Mobility and cost-effective are key factors compared to the traditional high cost and not easy 

movable devices. 

- User friendly form factor, convenient and plug-and-play, no need extra calibration. 

- Remarkably low weight facilitating hand carry. 

- Aimer laser and acoustic buzzer to guide the operator match the most suitable reading area 

- Support cuboidal and irregular shape dimensioning measurement. 

- Easy to switch between volume measure and barcode scan, one device two applications. 

- Auto-trigger is programmable. 
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- Easy configuration by scanning setting barcode. 

- PC applications for data view and record (VMView) and configuration (VMSet). 

- Simple data output structure via USB or COM, easy integration with other PC/HOST system. 

- VM200BT can be easily paired up with any Bluetooth mobile device or equipment. 
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For more information, please visit www.scantech-id.com, and please do not hesitate to contact 
us or our distributors near you. You can watch a short product video by clicking YouTube icon. 

Sincerely, 

SCANTECH-ID BV 

http://www.scantech-id.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVIAGfWvfX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=keiXGZTRJE0

